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1

Abstract

The thesis demonstrates a low-cost, low-bandwidth and low-resolution Analog-to-Digital
Converter(ADC) in 0.35 um CMOS Process. A second-order Sigma-Delta modulator is
used as the basis of the A/D Converter. A Semi-Uniform quantizer is used with the
modulator to take advantage of input distributions that are dominated by smalleramplitude signals e.g. Audio, Voice and Image-sensor signals. A Single-bit feedback
topology is used with a multi-bit quantizer in the modulator. This topology avoids the use
of a multi-bit DAC in the feedback loop – hence the system does not need to use digital
correction techniques to compensate for a multi-bit DAC non-linearity. This attribute of
the of the A/D Converter contributes to the low-cost aspect.
High-Level Simulations of the second-order Sigma-Delta modulator single-bit feedback
topology along with a Semi-Uniform quantizer are performed in Cadence. Results
indicate that a 5-bit Semi-Uniform quantizer with a Over-Sampling Ratio of 32, can
achieve a resolution of 10 bits, in addition, a semi-uniform quantizer exhibits a 5-6 dB
gain in SNR over its uniform counterpart for input amplitudes smaller than –10 dB.
Finally, this system is designed in 0.35um CMOS process and the simulation results are
presented.
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2

Introduction

During the last decades, Digital Information Processing has evolved to a sophisticated
level bringing advantages like noise-insensitivity, more robustness, better production
yield, reliability and testability. To bring all these merits into real world applications, it is
desirable to convert real-world Analog signals into digital-domain representations. This
makes an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) an inevitable necessity for such systems
which require Digital Processing of the Analog signals. Digital Processing of Audio
signals for cellular and voice telephony, CD players and Cam-coders is an example of
Analog-to-Digital converters application, greatly varied in nature with respect to Speed,
Conversion Bandwidth and Resolution. For example, digital audio needs a resolution of
14-bits with a bandwidth of 20kHz while voice signals require a bandwidth of
4kHz[1][2].
Voice, Audio and some image-sensor signals are inherently spread over the full-scale in a
non-uniform(NU) manner. Some specific data ranges appear more frequently than others.
Specifically, the above-mentioned sources have higher densities of smaller values i.e.
smaller fluctuations across a reference point are more common. Several techniques in
Voice and Image processing are used to exploit this particular data-distribution.
Companded and Adaptive Quantization are used for Voice signals. A-Law and Mu-Law
companding techniques expand the voice signals to make its distribution more suitable
for a Quantization process. While, the Adaptive Quantization requires information about
the input distribution and accordingly adapts its Quantization behavior[3].
An Analog-to-Digital Converter present at the interface of such a sensor can utilize the
non-uniform characteristics for enhanced performance in a similar way as companding
techniques. The ADC can be made to favor the frequently appearing data ranges and
quantize them in a more refined way. While, providing coarse quantization for other data
ranges. This can reduce the quantization noise floor and hence, increase the ADC
resolution. Another application of such ADCs is to compensate inherently non-linear
sensors and produce a linear digital output, or conversely, for mapping a non-linear
digital-function.
Analog-to-Digital converters vary greatly with respect to Speed, Conversion Bandwidth
and Conversion Accuracy i.e. Resolution. Applications requiring the use of ADCs in an
array, embedded on a single chip, motivate the development of low-cost ADCs, which
consume low-power and are more robust and simpler to implement.
This thesis focuses on a low-cost, low bandwidth and low accuracy implementation of an
ADC with non-uniform Quantization. An NU-quantization based sigma-delta ADC
topology is demonstrated with a 10-bit resolution having a conversion bandwidth of
250kHz in 0.35um CMOS process. The ADC avoids the use of complicated digitalcorrection or dynamic-element-matching techniques which are used to avoid nonlinearity in sigma-delta ADCs. This is done by using a single-bit-feedback sigma-delta
topology along with multi-bit quantizers. The selection of ADC architecture, its
specifications and the selection of approach for NU-Quantization are motivated in later
sections.
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Section 1-2 of the document give an abstract and introduction to the scope of the thesis
along with Section-3 which gives an overview of the A/D conversion. Sections 4-5
discusses problem definition in detail. Sections 6-7 contain an introduction to SigmaDelta converters along with the description of single-bit feedback topology. Section-8
discusses Non-Uniform quantization is detail. Section-9 discusses high-level simulations
of the selected second-order Sigma-Delta topology. Section-10 gives details of the
designed analog components in 0.35um CMOS process. Section-11 demonstrates the
simulation results for the whole system integrated in 0.35um CMOS process. Section-12
concludes the thesis.
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Overview of Analog-to-Digital Conversion

Analog-to-Digital converters are one of the major blocks of Systems which require
interfacing of digital components to the real-world analog signals. ADCs convert analogsignals to a corresponding digital binary representation for subsequent digital processing.
Each binary number is a quantized version of the analog signal at the corresponding time
instant. In an ADC, the analog input signal and the digital output signal can be related as
follows:

Vin

Dout

A/D
Converter

Figure 1 : ADC as a black-Box

There is a range of valid input values which produce the same digital output or it can said
that quantization is a many-to-one mapping as shown in the following figure 2. This
signal ambiguity is also represented by Vx in the above expression and is known as
Quantization Error. This error occurs because the ADC input is a continuous signal with
an infinite number of possible states, but the digital output is a discrete function whose
number of different states is determined by the converter resolution or number of outputbits. So, the quantization process loses some information and introduces some distortion
into the signal.
Dout

11

10

01

00
0

1/4
V01

1/2

3/4

Vin

V11

Figure 2 : Input-Output Characteristic of a 2-bit Quantizer
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The error is completely defined by the input, but if the input changes randomly between
samples then the error is largely uncorrelated and has equal probability of lying anywhere
in the range ± VLSB/2. If we further assume that the error has statistical properties that are
independent of the signal, then it can be represented as a noise source[5]. Treated as a
white noise signal having equal probability of lying anywhere in the range ±VLSB/2,
Quantization Error e mean square value is given by

A generalized expression for an n-bit quantizer can be written as:

The above two expressions suggest that Quantization noise is proportional to the
magnitude of LSB which is determined by the number of bits in the converter.
An expression for the Signal-to-Noise Ratio of an n-bit quantizer can be derived as
follows:

The above expression represents maximum achievable SNR and this ratio depends
heavily on the input amplitude.
ADCs vary greatly on the basis of their architecture and mode-of-operation and can be
classified broadly as : Nyquist-Rate A/D Converters and Over-sampled A/D Converters.
These classes can be further divided on the basis of architecture as briefly discussed in
the following table[1]:
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Flash ADCs

Integrating ADCs

Successive
Approximation ADCs
Sub-ranging ADCs

Pipelined ADCs

Algorithmic ADCs

Sigma Delta ADCs

Overview of ADC Architecture
Nyquist Rate Converters
These ADCs operate on high speeds and use direct conversion
method by comparing the analog signal against a set of
available thresholds. They are mainly used in high speed low
resolution applications.
These ADCs generate ramps from the analog signal using
integration operation. These ramps are used to drive a counter
and compute a digital output. These ADCs are mostly used with
low speed high accuracy applications.
In these ADCs, the analog signal is estimated digitally by binary
search. These are mainly used for medium speed ranges with
high accuracy.
These ADCs reduce the number of comparators required for a
Flash A/D conversion by dividing the conversion process in two
steps, one converts higher order or coarse bit, the other steps
performs fine conversion.
These ADCs consist of several stages, each stage resolves few
bits and final digital output is generated in the output register.
They have low area cost and high-throughput. They are used
with high speed applications.
These ADCs operate as Successive Approximation converters
except that instead of halving the reference voltage in every
step, it doubles the error voltage and finds the closest match.
They are used for medium speed applications.
Oversampled ADCs
These ADCs make use of over-sampling and noise-shaping
principles for an A/D conversion which does not required highaccuracy analog components even for high-resolution
conversion. They can be used for Low to Medium speed
applications with high accuracy.
Table 1: Overview of ADC Architectures

Different performance-metrics are used to evaluate the performance of an A/D Converter.
These metrics are broadly classified as Static and Dynamic metrics. ConversionBandwidth, Resolution, Power Consumption, Differential and Integral Non-Linearity are
the static metrics. While, Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Dynamic Range of a converter are
considered as dynamic performance metrics.
Nyquist-Rate converters provide a conversion-bandwidth which is half of the sampling
clock frequency. The conversion-bandwidth of Over-Sampled converters depends on
their Over-Sampling Ratio (OSR). For a high-bandwidth application, either a Nyquistrate converter or a low OSR for over-sampled converter should be used. Power
consumption has become a critical performance factor when an application requires the
use of an array of converters and it is currently an active research domain. Power
Consumption depends on the average current drawn by a converter.
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SNRmax

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (dB)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Dynamic Range are the performance metrics that are mainly
used to evaluate the converter in this thesis. Signal-to-Noise Ratio, abbreviated as SNR or
S/N-Ratio, is the difference in decibels between the signal power level and the noise
floor. SNR is a function of the input amplitude and represents the signal-to-noise
comparison for a particular signal amplitude. It can also be expressed in bits as 1-bit
represent an SNR of 6.20 dB. Dynamic Range, on the other-hand, abbreviated as DR,
represents the range of input, from the smallest to the largest input that can be converted
with an SNR over zero dB.

Noise Floor

Dynamic Range

Input Range (dB)

Figure 3 : SNR and Dynamic Range
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4

Problem Definition

There are some cases where an ADC receives a particular analog input range more
frequently than other ranges. For example, audio and voice signals have higer-densities of
smaller values. Different Companding techniques like µ-law and A-law are used to take
advantage of such input-distribution[3]. Similarly, an ADC present at such an interface
can be modified to take advantage of the input-distribution. If the ADC is made to favor
the smaller-input ranges that are appearing more frequently, by applying a finer
quantization with smaller Quantization steps for these ranges, the average quantization
noise floor can be reduced. This can improve Signal-to-Quantization-Noise-Ratio
(SQNR) for smaller input values, but at the same time degrading it for larger values.
However, because smaller values are predominant, an overall improvement in Signal-toNoise-Ratio (SNR) and a proportional-reduction of Quantization noise-floor can be
achieved. To cover the full-scale conversion-range, the ADC has to make its Quantization
relatively coarse, i.e. with larger Quantization steps, for the other ranges. Such a
quantizer which quantizes a particular range with higher resolution than other ranges, is
termed as a Non-Uniform quantizer (NU-quantizer). A typical non-uniform quantizer’s
characteristics are shown in the following figure 5 where d1-d8 represent non-uniform
quantization steps where d3-d6 is the favored input range.
Dout
111
110
101
100
011
010
001
000
Vin
d1

d2

d3

d4 d5

d6

d7

d8

Figure 4: Input-Ouput Characterisitic of NU-Quantizer

The following figure 6 plots the SNR-curves for a voice-signal for linear-Quantization,
A-law companding and µ-law companding[3]. It can be observed from that almost a 2030 dB SNR gain can be achieved by A-law and µ-law over the linear Quantization hence
emphasizing the importance of NU-Quantization.
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Figure 5 : Linear, A-law and µ-law Quantization

Besides achieving improved resolution by utilizing the input distribution, an NU-ADC
can also be used to generate a non-uniform function having logarithmic or exponential
relation between its input and output. Conversely, instead of generating a non-uniform
function, an NU-ADC can be utilized to compensate and produce linear output for
sensors with inherent non-uniform characteristics[8].
The major objective of this thesis is to design such a Non-Uniform-ADC. The thesis
evaluates different ADC architectures on the basis of different methods that can be used
to induce an NU-characteristics into the ADC. On the basis of this evaluation, an ADC
architecture is to be selected which is suitable for a low-cost simple implementation and
is targeted more towards low-accuracy and low-bandwidth applications. The selected
architecture is simulated at high-level with different system specification and finally, is
implemented in 0.35um CMOS process.
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5

Approaches for Non-Uniform ADC Characteristics

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature[8][9] to induce Non-Uniform
Characteristics in an ADC. These approaches have their respective merits and demerits,
as discussed shortly. Some of these approaches can only be used with some specific ADC
architectures.
5.1

Look-Up-Table (LUT) Approach

The analog signal is digitized using a conventional Nyquist-rate ADC. The output of the
ADC is used as an address to the LUT which contains the complete 2n entries of NU
function. Though simple to implement, this approach requires huge LUTs for high
resolution ADCs.
00...00
00...01
00...10
00...11
11...01
11...10
11...11

Analog Input

Conventional
ADC

/
N

0010101010
0101010101
1010101011
0101010101
0101010101
0101010101
0101010101

Digital Output

LUT

Figure 6 : LUT based approach

5.2

Sparse-LUT Approach

This approach uses the property of a sigma-delta modulator that its over-sampled stream
consists of relatively lower number of bits. This approach uses a sinc-filter and a sparseLUT between the sigma-delta stream and the decimation filter. The sinc filter converts
the single-bit stream into a multi-bit stream which is used as an address for the sparse
LUT. This sparse table contains 2N1 entries and maps the nonlinear function coarsely. The
decimation filter is supposed to perform the piecewise linear interpolation between the
coarsely defined function by the sparse LUT.
Analog
Input

Sigma-Delta
Modulator

/
1

Sinc Filter

/
N1

Sparse
LUT

/
N2

Decimation
Filter

Digital
Output
/
N2

Figure 7 : Sparse-LUT approach
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5.3

Nonlinear-DAC Approach

This approach requires a multi-bit Nonlinear DAC in the feedback. It is only applicable
to those ADC architectures that operate with the help of a feedback. The DAC converts
the digital output into a nonlinear analog signal which is feedback. It suffers from the
inherent nonlinearity of the DAC. Techniques like dynamic-element-matching must be
used with this approach. A detailed discussion of DAC non-linearity will follow in next
sections.
Analog Input

+

Digital Output

ADC

/
N

Non-Linear
DAC

Figure 8 : Non-Linear DAC Approach

5.4

Non-Uniform Quantization Approach

This approach is only applicable to ADC architectures which operate with the help of a
feedback loop. This approach is almost a counterpart of the non-linear DAC based
approach. It requires a multi-bit DAC in the feedback loop and suffers from its nonlinearity.

Analog Input

+

/
N

SD
Modulator

Nonuniform
Quantizer

Digital Output

DAC

Figure 9 : NU-Quantization Approach
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In the following table, ADC architectures are evaluated for the application of the above
mentioned approaches.
ADC Type

Flash

Speed

Resolution

High

Low

1.

Using NU-Quantization Approach by
simply adjusting resistances in the Rladder.

2.

Using LUT Approach

1.

Using non-linear DAC Approach

2.

Using LUT Approach

Successive
Approximation

Low

Integrating

Low

High

1.

Using LUT Approach

Pipelined

High

High

1.

Using LUT Approach

LowMedium

High

1.

Using LUT Approach

2.

Using sparse-LUT Approach

3.

Using Non-linear DAC Approach

4.

Using Non-uniform Quanitzer
Approach

1.

Using LUT based approach

Delta-Sigma

High

Applicable Approaches for NU
Quantization

Algorithmic

Low

Medium

Sub-ranging

High

Low

Similar to Flash converters

Table 2 : Evaluation of ADCs for an NU-ADC
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5.5

Selected ADC Architecture and Approach

From the above table it can be seen that a Sigma-Delta (SD) ADC can be used with all
the methods of having Non-Uniform ADC Characteristics. Additional benefits of using
an SD-ADC include usage of low-precision analog components causing a low-cost
system which can be used for low to medium speed applications with high accuracy.
The thesis focuses on a SD-ADC architecture with the non-uniform quantization based
approach. As discussed earlier, the NU-quantization based approach requires a multi-bit
DAC in the feedback loop whose non-linearity limits the SNR and DR of the whole
ADC. As the thesis focuses towards simpler, low-cost and low-accuracy solutions, a
single-bit feedback SD-topology[10][11][12] is the focus of the thesis, this topology is
discussed in detail in later sections. The single-bit feedback SD topology can avoid DAC
non-linearity problems and at the same time provide a multi-bit NU-quantization without
having to use dynamic-element-matching techniques[13][14][15]. High-level AHDL
simulations in Cadence are used to evaluate a 2nd-order sigma-delta modulator with
single-bit Sigma-Delta topology. Later, the ADC is implemented in 0.35u CMOS in
Cadence Design Environment.
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6

Overview of Sigma-Delta A/D Converters

As motivated in the previous section, a Sigma-Delta ADC architecture suits most of the
NU-Quantization approaches. Also, an SD-ADC enables the use of a single-bit feedback
topology[10][11][12] with NU-Quantization approach which produces a low-cost and
simple-to-implement system. Additionally, an SD-ADC uses low-accuracy components,
with a trade-off against the conversion-bandwidth, even for high-accuracy conversion –
hence, furthering lowering the system cost and producing a robust system.
Sigma-Delta ADCs combine the noise-shaping and over-sampling principle to achieve
higher resolution with low accuracy analog components. Analog signal conversion is
performed using simple and high-tolerance analog circuits which have a much lesser
precision than the resolution of the overall converter. Conventional Nyquist-rate
converters, like integrating or flash converters, need analog components that are precise
and highly immune to noise and interference e.g. a very precise anti-aliasing filter having
a sharp cutoff. Sigma-Delta needs relatively more sophisticated digital components at the
expense of simpler analog counterparts e.g. high speed digital Decimations filters. Since
precise component matching or laser trimming is not needed for the high-resolution
Sigma-Delta ADCs, they are very attractive for the implementation of complex
monolithic systems that must incorporate both digital and analog functions[16][17].
While a Nyquist-rate ADC performs the quantization in a single sampling interval to the
full precision of the converter, an over-sampling converter generally uses a sequence of
coarsely quantized data at an over-sampled rate followed by a digital-decimation process
to compute a more precise estimate for the analog input. Hence, making use of
exceptionally high speeds achieved with the latest scaled-VLSI technology.
In the following sub-sections 6.1 and 6.2, a brief description of over-sampling and noiseshaping principles is given which is necessary to understand the operation of Sigma-Delta
ADCs.
6.1

Over-sampling Principle

According to the Nyquist-criterion, a signal must be sampled at rate which is at least
twice of the its fundamental frequency – this minimal rate is called Nyquist-rate. In oversampling, the signal is sampled at a rate which is much higher than the Nyquist-rate.
Observing the FFT plot of a signal which is sampled at Nyquist-rate and then Quantized,
it can be seen that the random quantizaton noise extends from DC to FS/2 as shown in
figure 11 , where FS represents the sampling frequency.
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Signal Amplitude

Quantization Noise
Floor = Kx

Fs/2

Fs

Figure 10 : Quantization Noise Spectra for a signal sampled at Nyquist-rate

The above expression suggests that the quantization noise floor can be decreased by
increasing the sampling frequency above the Nyquist-rate, i.e. over-sampling the analog
signal. Over-sampling spreads the noise energy over a wider frequency range which can
be seen in the following figure in which the signal is over-sampled by k-times where FO
is the band-of-interest.

Signal Amplitude

Average Quantization
Noise Floor = Kx/ K

Fo

k Fs/2

k Fs

Figure 11 : Quantization noise spectra for an overampled signal
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The band-of-interest FO can be extracted from the above spectra with the help of a digital
filter as shown the in the following figure 13. So, first over-sampling spreads the
quantization noise over a wider-range and then filters out most part of it, hence causing a
reduced in-band quantization noise.
Digital filter
response

Average Quantization
Noise Floor = Kx/ K

Fo

K.Fs/2

K.Fs

Figure 12 : Oversampled quantization noise spectra and digital filter response

To generalize the quantization noise power in terms of OSR, it can be written as:

The above equation suggests that doubling the OSR decreases the in-band quantization
by 3 dB hence increasing SNR by 3 dB.

6.2

Over-sampling with Noise-shaping

Noise-shaping further reduces the ‘in-band’ quantization noise. Noise shaping does not
decrease the overall quantization noise present in the system, instead, it 'shapes' the
noise spectra in such a way that the in-band noise is reduced. This idea requires a closed
system operating with a loop-filter which does not alter the signal, while shapes the
quantization noise. Noise-shaping concept can be understood considering the following
system:
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E(z)
Ai(z)

+

H(z)

Quantizer

Do(z)

Ai(z)

Do(z)

+

+

H(z)

Figure 13 : A closed-loop system

The signal and noise –transfer functions of the above system can be written as follows:

And the overall transfer function of the system can be written as follows:

Deducing from the signal and noise-transfer functions, to reduce the inband noise, we
need an H(z) such that its magnitude is large in the band of interest i.e. 0 to FO. For
example, to realize a first order noise shaping H(z) is chosen to be

which gives the following system response

which is a sum of a delayed analog input sample and a high-pass filtered quantization
noise error. The above loop-filter function can be implemented using a discrete-time
integrator as shown in the following figure 15.
E(z)
Ai(z)

Do(z)
+

+

Z-1

+

Figure 14 : Closed-loop System with discrete loop-filte
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Hence the loop filter function acts as low pass filter for the input signal while a high pass
filter for the quantization noise and pushes the quantization noise into higher frequencies
hence reducing the in-band quantization noise. The noise spectra of a first order noiseshaping is shown in the following figure 16.

Figure 15 : First-order noise-shaped Quantization noise spectra - 30kHz sampled at 16MHz

The maximum achieveable SNR through first-order noise-shaping can be written as
follows:

The above expression suggests, on doubling the OSR, an increase of 9 dB(1.5 bits) in
SNR against an increase of 3 dB(0.5 bits) with only over-sampling.
The order of the noise-shaping can be increased by using a second order modulator which
passes the noise through a second order high pass filter. The system transfer of a secondorder modulator is shown below:

which can achieve a peak SNR of
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Suggesting an increase of 15 dB (2.5 bits) of SNR on every doubling of OSR. Difference
in the slopes of noise transfer functions can be observed from the following figure 17
where a first and a second-order noise-shaped quantization spectra are plotted.

2nd-order noiseshaping

1st-order noiseshaping

Figure 16 : First and Second -order noise-shaped quantization noise spectra

The order of the modulator can be increased further to achieve higher SNR and reduced
in-band noise floor, but higher-order modulators suffer from stability problems and are
only conditionally stable.
A single-bit first-order sigma-delta modulator requires components like a Difference
Amplifier, an Integrator, a single-bit quantizer and a single-bit DAC as shown in the
following figure 18.
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Difference Amplifier
v_in

Integrator

+

Quantizer
q_in

q_out

-

DAC

Figure 17 : A single-bit first-order SD modulator

The following figure 19 demonstrates the modulator's operation using the quantizer input
waveform which is in the form of an oscillating-staircase. The delta function of the
modulator tracks the input signal and as soon as the output of the modulator exceeds the
signal level either on positive or negative side, it pulls the modulators in the opposite
direction using the negative feedback. This way the output of the modulator keeps
oscillating across the analog ground by a factor which is proportional to the input
amplitude. While the sigma function takes average of these oscillations to produce a
proportional density of one(s) at the quantizer output. The modulator output q_in, just
before the quantizer, oscillates in the following manner:

Figure 18 : Modulator Input and Output(before Quantizer)

It can be seen in the above figure 19 that the output of the modulator stays longer over the
analog ground when the input is at positive peak and vice versa. This produces a
proportional number of ones or zeros at the output of quantizer. When the input is
crossing the analog ground, the output of the modulator oscillates equitably across the
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analog ground hence producing an average of zero. The generation of ones or zeros in
proportion with input amplitude can be seen in the following figure 20.

Figure 19 : Modulator Input and Quantizer Output
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7

Sigma-Delta topology under consideration

To control the performance of a sigma-delta modulator, three control-threads are
available[10]:
•

Modulator order : Increasing the Modulator order proportionally increases the noiseshaping order and improves the SNR. But higher-order modulators, like above
second-order, are only conditionally stable i.e. they are stable for a particular input
range. The noise-shaping order represents the number of integration stages. For a
high-order modulator, the signal goes through a long path before it is quantized, so it
does not accurately represent the current input. When the quantized output is
feedback and compared with the input, the error is large. This error can be
accumulated in the integrators causing them to saturate and ultimately causing the
whole modulator to saturate. Different topologies are used for higher-order
modulator like MASH, Cascaded and Error-feedback topologies.

•

Over-sampling Ratio (OSR) : Increasing the OSR reduces the in-band quantization
noise-floor by a factor which is proportional to the modulator order. OSR can be
increased by either increasing the sampling frequency or by decreasing the
conversion-bandwidth. Higher OSRs can result in reduced conversion bandwidth for
a particular sampling frequency. The settling accuracy of an integrator in switchedcapacitor implementation is the main bottleneck to an increase in the sampling
frequency. The settling error, if the settling is linear, causes gain error and changes
the noise-transfer function. Incase of non-linear settling, modulator can have
harmonic distortions.

•

Quantizer Resolution : Multi-bit quantizers can reduce the quantization noise using
smaller quantization steps. When the resolution can no-longer be further improved
by OSR or by modulator order, a multi-bit quantizer can prove to be very effective.
At the same time, multi-bit quantizers improve stability and can relax integrator
requirement. That is mainly because in multi-bit quantizers, the output changes in
smaller steps, making it difficult for an integrator to saturate hence improving the
stability. While the integrator can have a relax slew-rate again because the its inputs
are changing in smaller steps. Multi-bit quantizers require multi-bit DACs in the
feedback loop. The non-linearity of the DAC is unshaped by the loop-filter and
hence severely limits the performance. Different techniques like dynamic-elementmatching and digital-correction are used to compensate for a multi-bit DAC nonlinearity. These techniques increase the circuit complexity.

If a multi-bit quantizer is used with a single-bit DAC, a high SNR, a linear loop-operation
and simple implementation can be achieved as suggested in [10][11][12]. Intuitively, this
can be regarded as the conventional single-bit approach , except that the quantizer also
generates several lower-order bits which are unused by the feedback network. Such a
sigma-delta topology can be figuratively represented as follows, this topology will be
referred as single-bit topology throughout the thesis :
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Integrator

Difference Amplifier

Multibit Quantizer

+

[MSB:LSB]

[MSB]

-

Single-bit DAC

Figure 20 : Block diagram representation of single-bit feedback topology
E1(z)

+

+

Z-1

[MSB:LSB]

+

Do(z)

[MSB]

Ai(z)

+

+

T(z)

E2(z)

Figure 21 : z-domain representation of single-bit feedback topology

The z-domain transfer function of the above representation of the single-bit feedback
topology can be written as :

Where T(z) represents the truncation function originating because of single-bit feedback.
E1(z) and E2(z) represent the quantization noise and DAC non-linear distortion
respectively.
From the above expression, it can be deduced that the impact of truncation function on
the output can be removed if we subtract a delayed version of the truncation function,
then negative and positive versions of the truncation function will sum up to cancel each
other. It can be written as follows:
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The truncation function T(z) is a known quantity, since, for any sample, it represents the
quantizer output with the MSB removed. In other words, lower-order bits must be
multiplied with z-1 and must be added to the output of the modulator as shown in
following figure 22. So, a multi-bit DAC and its non-linear distortions can be avoided at
the expense of digital-correction.
DO(z)

+

+

DO-corrected(z)

z-1

T(z) i.e.
All lower bits
except MSB

Figure 22 : Corrected Output

For a second-order modulator, the transfer function can be written as follows

A sigma-delta modulator needs signal scaling to avoid quantizer overloading. In case of a
single-bit quantization, this signal-scaling causes a quantizer gain of more than unity
because a small input change causes a larger full-scale output swing. This gain is
determined by the value of loop-coefficients. Similar is the case with single-bit feedback
topology which can be considered as consisting of two different quantizer, a single-bit
and a multi-bit quantizer as shown in figure 23. The single-bit quantizer gain α is larger
than unity which is used as the feedback, the multi-bit quantization error is multiplied by
a factor of α at the modulator output as follows[11]:

A second-order modulator with a single-bit feedback topology is selected. The order of
the modulator is decided on the basis of stability issues as higher-order modulators are
only conditionally stable and require critical internal signal scaling for stable operation.
While, a second-order provides a reasonable noise-shaping of 40 dB/decade with simpler
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operation needing no peculiar concerns about stability, though it too requires signal
scaling. A sampling frequency is chosen to be 16 MHz. Because the design will be
implemented in 0.35u technology, high operational frequencies could bring settling
accuracy problems. An OSR of 32 was decided to allow a conversion-bandwidth of
several hundred KHz. This system will be simulated with different quantizer resolutions.
A second-order modulator with signal-scaling coefficients and digital correction function
is shown in the following figure:

b2

b1

Digital Correction
1-bit
Quantizer
X(z)

a1

+

1/(z-1)

a2

+

1/(z-1)

a3

+

2z-1 - z-2

e1(z)
+

+

Y(z)

(1-z-1)2

N-bit
Quantizer
e2(z)

Figure 23 : Selected Sigma-delta Topology
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8

Non-Uniform Quantization

As discussed in the previous section, an NU quantizer can be used to reduce overall
quantization noise power[3][8]. To take advantage of NU-quantization in Sigma-Delta
converters, the quantization steps should be arranged in such a way that small-amplitude
input signal is quantized finely by smaller quantization steps and larger-amplitude signals
are quantized coarsely. The precondition to effectively use an NU-quantization is that the
quantizer input distribution concentrates in the small-amplitude range. This precondition
can be satisfied in sigma-delta converter using signal-scaling.
In a sigma-delta A/D converter, the quantizer input is determined by both the input signal
and the quantization error, because of a closed-loop feedback operation. The quantizer
input of a second-order modulator can be written as[11]:

which can be written in time-domain as follows

Based on white-noise assumption, all three variables are assumed to be uncorrelated.
Based on the above expression, the quantizer input power can be written as

When signal power i.e. δx is less than quantizer noise power VLSB/2, the quantizer input
power i.e. δq is dominated by quantization error power. While for δx greater than VLSB/2,
the quantizer input is dominated by the signal power. Similar is the behavior of quantizer
input distribution which has larger values around center and smaller values at sides when
δx is less than VLSB/2[11]. This requirement of staying near VLSB/2 limits can be achieved
by signal scaling which can assure that quantizer input will be more likely to have
smaller amplitude rather than a large amplitude.
The characteristics of quantizer input distribution in a sigma-modulator can also be
explained on the basis of the delta operation. Because of the delta operation, the quantizer
input or the unquantized modulator output oscillates across the analog-ground, in the
form of a ramp, by a factor which is proportional to the input amplitude. Because of this
reason, the modulator output remains near the analog-ground more often. So, there is a
higher density of smaller values. The following figure 24 shows the histogram of
quantizer input distribution in a sigma-delta modulator , it can be seen that values near
the analog-ground (1 V) are dominant.
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Figure 24 : A typical Quantizer input distribution in Sigma-Delta Modulator

For an NU-quantizer, quantization steps can be arranged corresponding to µ-law. Such a
quantizer has an exponential input-output transfer curve, and its corresponding DAC has
a logarithmic input-output transfer curve. These quantizers require a very peculiar set of
thresholds as the largest quantization step could be ten times larger than the smallest step.
Also, because the different quantization steps are not linearly changing, therefore it is not
possible to use unit elements to match these steps.
These problems can be avoided using a 'semi-uniform' quantizer[11][12]. A semi-uniform
quantizer contains only two different sets of quantization steps, one for fine quantization
other for coarse quantization. The small quantization step is for small-amplitude inputs
and the large step is for large-amplitude inputs.
For a k-bit semi-uniform quantizer with full-scale range of -1 to +1, the center 2k-1
quantization steps have a step size of ∆1=2/(2k+1 – 1) and outer 2k steps have a size of
∆2=3∆1. The following figure shows a 4-bit uniform and a 3-bit semi-uniform quantizer.
It can be seen that the semi-quantizer, to cover the full-scale range, needs outer steps
sizes larger than the step size of a k-1 bit quanitzer while its inner steps sizes are of a k+1
bit quantizer. In other words, inputs that fall within the small steps range are quantized
with a k+1 bit resolution. While for larger inputs, the resolution is between k and k-1 bits.
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3-bit Semi-uniform
4-bit Uniform

Quantized Output

+1.0

2

+0.5
1

0.0

-0.5

-1.0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Analog Input

Figure 25 : Step Size distribution for a 3-bit NU-Quantizer

From the figure 25, it can be seen that the smaller steps of a 3-bit semi-uniform quantizer
are borrowed from a 4-bit quantizer while the other step size falls between a 3-bit and a
2-bit quantizer step size. The center 2k-1-1 i.e. 3 quantization steps have a step size of
∆1=2/(2k+1 – 1) i.e. 0.133 while the 2k-1 i.e. 4 outer quantization steps have a size of
∆1=3∆2 i.e. 0.4. The quantization error of the input falling in the large-steps range can be
as large as 3-times that of a 4-bit quantizer. Hence, to achieve a resolution of 4-bits with a
3-bit semi-uniform quantizer, it is necessary that inputs falling in the range of ±0.2V are
dominant.
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9

High-Level System Simulations

This section discusses the high-level simulations of the above-mentioned sigma-delta
modulator. The purpose of these simulations is to have to an estimate, about the
achievable performance and also about the design requirements of the chosen
architecture, before starting the actual CMOS design. These simulations are performed in
Cadence Design Environment using AHDL. The modulator blocks are written in AHDL
and are simulated in Cadence while the decimation filter is written in Matlab.
This section is divided into two subsections. Simulation Environment Setup and
Preliminary Simulations sub-section and the single-bit feedback topology Simulations
sub-section.
9.1

Simulation Environment Setup and Preliminary Simulations

The ideal modulator blocks are written in AHDL and are simulated in Cadence. While
the Decimation Filter is written in Matlab. Cadence and Matlab are integrated through
file interface by dumping the modulator output to a file and later, reading the file in
Matlab for decimation. These simulations are used to make the following observations:
•
•
•

To develop a simulation environment with simpler first-order single-bit sigmadelta topology which would then serve as a testing environment for subsequent
second-order multi-bit topology.
To observe how different nodes behave in the modulator.
To observe for what range of input and what coefficients the quantizer gets
overloaded.

The following schematic shown in figure 26 is used for the simulation of a first-order
modulator. The AHDL codes of modulator blocks are attached as Appendix A. The
complete system specifications are as follows:
First-Order Sigma-Delta Specifications
Sampling Frequency : fS

16 Mhz

Analog Ground : AGND

1V

Positive Reference : vref_p

2V

Negative Reference : vref_n

0V

Feedforward Coefficients

a1 = 0.5 , a2 = 1

Feedback coefficients

b1 = 0.5

Input Signal Frequency : fin

30 kHz

Oversampling Ratio : OSR
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Table 3 : First-Order Sigma-Delta Modulator Specifications
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Figure 26 : Cadence Schematic of the First-Order SD-Modulator
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The modulator output just before quantization q_in can be observed in the following
figure 27. It oscillates across the AGND by a factor which is proportional to the input
amplitude. It stays above AGND for longer durations when the input is at positive peak
and similarly, stay below the AGND for negative peaks – this behavior of the quantizer
causes a proportional generation of ones or zeros at the output of the quantizer which is
shown in the figure 28.

Figure 27 : First-Order modulator Input and Quantizer Input

Figure 28: First-Order modulator Input and Quantizer Output

The quantizer input distribution can be observed in the following plots, where plota
represents the distribution for an scaled-modulator and plotb represents un-scaled
modulator where feed-forward and feedback coefficients are set to 0.5 for scaling. It can
be seen that the quantizer is overloaded in un-scaled version.
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Plota

Plotb

Figure 29 : First-Order modulator Quantizer Input Distribution

The output of the modulator is decimated by 32 and the following expected sine wave of
30 kHz with 0.5 V swing across AGND(1V) is obtained.

Figure 30 : Decimated output of First-Order modulator
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9.2

Single-bit Feedback Topology Simulations

The Single-bit feedback topology is simulated with a second-order SD-modulator with
the following system specifications:
Second-Order Sigma-Delta Specifications
Sampling Frequency : fS

16 Mhz

Analog Ground : AGND

1V

Positive Reference : vref_p

2V

Negative Reference : vref_n

0V

Feedforward Coefficients

a1 = 0.5 , a2 = 0.5

Feedback coefficients

b1 = 0.5 , b2= 0.5

Input Signal Frequency : fin

30 kHz

Oversampling Ratio : OSR
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Table 4 : Second-Order Sigma-Delta Modulator Specifications

The second-order modulator is a cascade-topology consisting of two first-order
modulators which can be seen in the following schematic.
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Figure 31 : Cadence Schematic for the Second-Order SD-Modulator
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The simulations with the above schematic are performed for different input amplitudes
with different quantizer resolutions and the SNR of the modulator output is estimated
using a Matlab script [Appendix B]. Tables following the schematic display the results
for different quantizers.
Simulation Results for Unfirom Quantizers
Input Amplitude

3-bit Qutnaitzer

4-bit Quantizer

5-bit Quantizer

-3.1 dB

54 dB

58 dB

63 dB

-4.44 dB

54 dB

59 dB

64 dB

-6.02 dB

53 dB

58 dB

63 dB

-20 dB

40 dB

46 dB

54 dB

-26.02 dB

35 dB

41 dB

46 dB

-40 dB

21 dB

25 dB

32 dB

-60 dB

3 dB

8 dB

12 dB

-66.02 dB

-1 dB

3 dB

6 dB

Table 5: Simulation Results for Uniform Quantizers
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3-bit
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4-bit

20

5-bit
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0
-10

-66
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-40

-26

-20

-6

-4

-3

Input Amplitude - dB

Figure 32 : SNR plots for Uniform Quantizers

From the above graph, it can be seen that a 5-bit uniform quantizer can achieve a
dynamic range of approximately 70db with a peak SNR of 64 db.
The same system is simulated with a set of semi-uniform quantizers with a slight change
in the loop-coefficients around the second-modulator i.e. they are scaled-down from 0.5
to 0.2. This is done to reduce the output swing of the modulator hence causing majority
of quantizer input to fall within the favored or high-resolution range of the semi-uniform
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quantizer. The following tables display results for different quantizers against their
uniform-counterparts. Special care in the simulation of semi-uniform quantizer is to be
taken. Since the final output SNR depends on the input distribution so the simulation
must be run long enough to have high ratio of input in the favored range against the other
ranges.
Simulation Results for 4-bit Quantizers
Input amplitude

4-bit Uniform Quantizer 4-bit Semi-uniform Quantizer

-3.1 dB

59 dB

54 dB

-4.44 dB

60 dB

55 dB

-6.02 dB

59 dB

58 dB

-20 dB

48 dB

53 dB

-26.02 dB

43 dB

48 dB

-40 dB

27 dB

32 dB

-60 dB

9 dB

14 dB

-66.02 dB

4 dB

9 dB

Table 6 : Simlations Results for 4-bit Quantizers

70
60
SNR - dB

50
40

4-bit

30

4-bit-NU

20
10
0
-66

-60

-40

-26

-20

-6

-4

-3

Input Amplitude - dB

Figure 33 : SNR plots for 4-bit Quantizers
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Simulation Results for 5-bit Quantizers
Input amplitude

5-bit Uniform Quantizer 5-bit Semi-uniform Quantizer

-3.1 dB

63 dB

58 dB

-4.44 dB

64 dB

56 dB

-6.02 dB

63 dB

62 dB

-20 dB

54 dB

60 dB

-26.02 dB

46 dB

53 dB

-40 dB

32 dB

37 dB

-60 dB

12 dB

20 dB

-66.02 dB

6 dB

9 dB

Table 7 : Simulation Results for 5-bit Quantizers
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5-bit-NU
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0
-66

-60
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-26

-20

-6

-4

-3

Input Amplitude - dB

Figure 34 : SNR plots for 5-bit Quantizers

9.2.1

Non-ideal Simulations

Simulation performed so far consisted of merely ideal modulator blocks. They did not
consider any of the non-idealities which inevitably surround the analog components. The
major component of the modulator is an integrator which suffers from several nonidealities mainly because of the operational-amplifier.
Practical opamps have limited gains, limited bandwidths, a limited slew-rate, finite input
and output resistances and limited output swing. When an integrator is built using such an
opamp, it suffers from gain error, non-linearity and settling-accuracy issues. Additionally,
the switches required for the integrator also have finite ON-resistance which cause
fractional signal drops adding to the integrator gain error. A macro-model of opamp[23]
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is designed with the above non-idealities and a non-ideal integrator is built around it
along with finite resistance switches. The macro opamp model is shown in the following
figure 35 and the non-idealities are listed in the following table:
Non-ideal Simulation Specifications
Unity-Gain-Bandwidth

64 MHz – The UGBW must be kept as low as possible
to avoid over-designing hence minimizing system cost.
A 4X UGBW of the sampling frequency minimal gain
error and settling. A low UGBW will act as a low pass
filter to high frequency thermal noise in the CMOS
implementation.

Slew Rate

> 80 V/us – This is to ensure that the output of
integrator settles within 0.5% of the expected value.
This is done by having a maximum current of 400 uA
against a load capacitance of 5pF

Gain

80 db

Input Resistance
Output Resistance

100 Mohms – Causing a finite amount of input current
flowing in the Opamp terminal causing a finite voltage
difference between virtual ground terminals.
100 Ohms – Causing a finite voltage drop across output
resistance.

Switch On-resistance

1 KΩ. The switch resistance should be below 1.5kohms
to meet an above 12 bit-accuracy. This calculation is
shown in later sections.
Table 8 : Non-ideal Simulation Specifications

Figure 35 : Non-ideal Opamp macro-model
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The following figure shows the accumulated gain error when the non-ideal integrator
operates on a dc-input of 1mV , vout and vout2 represents the outputs of non-ideal and
ideal integrators respectively. Modulator simulations with same specifications as above,
with the non-ideal integrator, display a drop of 2-3 dB. This drop can be attributed to the
limited gain, limited bandwidth and limited slew rate of the operational-amplifier and
non-zero switch resistance.

Figure 36 : Gain error between Ideal and non-ideal Integrator

9.2.2

Conclusion of High-Level System Simulations

From the above tables it can be observed that a semi-uniform quantizer shows a gain of
4-6 db in SNR for input amplitudes smaller than -10db. This happens mainly because of
larger input amplitude, the density of quantizer input falling outside the favored range
increases and hence the quantization noise increases. The peak SNR also decreases.
Advantage of using a semi-uniform quantizer can be seen with smaller input amplitude
where almost a 1-bit increased resolution can be achieved. The high-level simulation
results also demonstrate that a 5-bit semi-uniform quantizer can reach an SNR and DR of
above 60dB. The above system which has a conversion bandwidth of 250kHz, can reach
a resolution of 10-bits with a 5-bit semi-uniform quantizer with a moderate OSR of 32.
As the system uses a single-bit feedback avoiding a multi-bit DAC in the feedback loop
which avoids complicated digital correction techniques needed to compensate for DAC
non-linearity. Hence, this system can be used for a low-cost, low-bandwidth and lowresolutions applications. It should be noted that resolution can be further increased by
increasing the OSR or by decreasing the conversion bandwidth.
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10 CMOS Design
This section discusses the CMOS components which are designed for the abovementioned second-order sigma-delta modulator. This section is divided in the following
sub-sections:
• A review of Fundamental Concepts in Analog Design
• Description of the designed analog CMOS components
o Operational Amplifier Design
o Transmission-Gate Switch Design
o Integrator Design
o Comparator Design
• Integration of a second-order modulator using CMOS components
10.1 A review of Fundamental Concepts in Analog Design[5][6]
10.1.1 Transistor Model
A MOSFET operates in three regions namely cut-off, linear and saturation regions. The
linear region is also known as Triode region because the transistor acts as a resistance
having a linear relationship between its gate voltage VGS and the drain current ID. ID in
triode region can be written as follows, the necessary condition for a transistor to be in
triode region is its Veff(VGS-VT) be greater than its VDS.

if VDS << 2(VGS – VT) the above expression can be written as

which can be used to express the on-resistance of the transistor in triode region

When VDS is greater than Veff, the MOSFET enters the saturation region where its current
expression can be written as:

indicating that ID is independent of VDS enabling a transistor to be used as a constant
current source whose current value is controlled by its gate voltage and its dimensions.
The above two equations serve as the foundation for analog CMOS design describing the
dependence of ID upon the constants of the technology, the device dimensions, and the
gate and drain voltages.
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Since a MOSFET operating in saturation produces a current in response to its gate source
overdrive voltage, a figure of merit called the transconductance 'gm' of the MOSFET is
defined to that indicates how well a device converts voltage to current.

There are several second-order effects like channel length modulation, body effect and
sub-threshold conduction which cause the MOSFET behavior to deviate from the ideal
behavior suggested by the above expression.
The body effect occurs because of potential difference between source and bulk of the
MOSFET. This potential difference increases or decreases the point where stronginversion occurs. In other words, body effects alters the values of the threshold voltage
and VT becomes a function of VSB as shown in the following expression:

In saturation, a MOSFET is not completely independent of VDS. The actual length of the
pinched-off channel changes with change in VDS hence causing changes in ID. This
phenomenon is called channel length modulation and be expressed as a relation between
ID and VDS in the following expression, where λ represents channel length modulation
coefficient:

In addition to the above second-order effects, the assumption of device turning OFF when
Veff drops below VT, does not hold true. A weak inversion layer exists and an exponential
dependence of ID on VGS exists called sub-threshold conduction.
10.1.2 MOSFET Capacitances
The above expressions explain dc-behavior of the MOSFET. MOSFET capacitances play
a crucial role in ac behavior. A capacitance exists between every two of the four
terminals of a MOSFET as:
• Oxide capacitance between Gate and Channel
• Depletion capacitance between channel and substrate
• Overlap capacitance between gate and drain/source
• Junction capacitance between source/drain and substrate
These capacitances are dependent on the transistor operational region, in other words,
these capacitances are dependent on the gate voltage of the MOSFET which in-turn
decides the operational region.
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Figure 37 : MOSFET Capacitances

10.1.3 MOSFET Small-Signal Model
A small signal model is an approximation of MOSFET large-signal mode as defined by
the quadratic current equations and voltage dependent capacitances. It simplifies the
calculations considerably. The small signal model is derived by producing a small
increment in a bias point and calculating the resulting increment in other bias parameters.
It contains a voltage-dependent current source expressing the dependence of ID over VGS.
To account for channel length modulation, a resistor r0 represent linear relation between
ID and VDS. The dependence of VT on bulk-source potential because of the body effect is
modeled as an extra current source. The small signal model is shown in the following
figure 38.
D
gmbVsB

Vgs

r0

+
gmVgs

G

-

S

Figure 38 : Small Signal model

10.1.4 Current Mirrors
The design of current sources in analog circuits is based on copying the currents from a
precisely-defined reference current, this copying operation is called current mirroring.
Figuratively, this idea can be represented as follows:
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IREF
Iout
Copy
Circuit

Figure 39 : Current mirroring operation

For a MOSFET, ID=f(VGS) then VGS=f-1(ID). If a transistor is biased at IREF, it generates
VGS=f-1(IREF). If this voltage is applied to the gate and source of another MOSFET, the
resulting current will be IOUT= f . f-1(IREF)=IREF. This can be represented as follows:

IREF
Iout
M2

M1

Figure 40 : Current Mirror

10.1.5 Cascode Current Sources
Considering channel-length modulation the current equation becomes as follows:
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It is not necessary that VDS1 is equal to VDS2 possibly because of different loads. In order
to suppress this effect, a cascode current source is used which shields the currenttransistor from loading-node voltage changes hence keeping VDS constant across the
current-transistor.

IREF
Iout
M3

M0
X

Y

M1

M2

Figure 41 : Cascode Current Mirror

The objective for a exact current copying is to ensure that VX=VY. Keeping W/L3 / W/L0 =
W/L2 / W/L1 can fulfill the above requirement. A cascode current source suffers trades
voltage headroom for current-matching and waste one VT in the headroom.
A modified cascode current source as shown in the following figure can be used to
remove accuracy-headroom trade-off. It consume a voltage headroom of two overdrive
voltages.

IREF
Iout

X
M2

M1

Vb

M4

M3

Figure 42 : Large Swing Cascode Current Mirror
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10.1.6 Common Source Gain Stage
VDD
Vout

Vin

+
-

V1

Vout

RD

Vin

ro

RD

gmV1

+

-

Figure 43 : Common Source Stage

A common source topology is noteworthy as it exhibits high input impedance with
considerable voltage gain requiring minimal voltage headroom. Also, a common-source
stage is usually used as the input stage for operational-amplifiers, hence its small-signal
analysis and frequency response need to be considered. Observing the above small signal
circuit, the voltage gain expression can be written as:

Two parameter are obvious from the above expression to control the gain of a common
source topology, the transconductance(gm) and the output resistance(RD). gm can be
improved either by increasing the bias currents or by increasing the widths of input
stages. Different techniques are implied to increase the output resistance with the help of
active loads or sometimes by a feedback loop. Cascode topology which is used to
increase the output resistance, is discussed below as this topology will be used by the
operational amplifiers, other approaches can be found in the literature.
Cascode topology uses devices connected in a cascaded manner yielding a higher output
resistance with consuming considerable area.
Rout
M2
M1
Figure 44 : Output Resistance of a Cascode

Through small-signal analysis and few assumptions, the output resistance of the above
cascade topology can be written as follows:
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10.1.7 Frequency Response of a Common source stage

RD
CGD
Rs

Y

Vout
CDB

X
Vin

+
-

CGS

Figure 45 : High Frequency model of a Common Source Stage

The frequency response of the a common source stage can be calculated by associating
one pole with each node. For each node, the total capacitance from the node to ground
and the total resistance from the the node to ground is calculated. two node X and Y can
be identified giving rise to following pole magnitudes

CGD is multiplied by the gain of the common source stage because of the miller effect.

and the transfer function can be written as

in case of a topology with several interconnected MOSFETs, the unity-gain frequency of
a pole can be calculated by calculating the total capacitance and transconductance at a
particular node.
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10.1.8 Noise Sources in the Circuit
MOSFETs exhibit thermal noise which is the most significant noise source in the
channel. For a long-channel MOS device operating in saturation, the channel noise can be
modeled by a current source connected between the drain and source terminal with a
spectral density of:

The finite resistances of gate, source and drain of a MOSFET also contribute some
amount of thermal noise. While the channel noise can be controlled using gm , the effect
of gate resistance can be reduced by using fingered devices.
MOSFETs also suffer from flicker noise which is modeled as a series voltage source with
the gate. Random entrapment and release of energy bonds inside silicon crystals are the
major causes of flicker noise, the effect of flicker noise is more dominant for lower
frequencies as shown in the following expression:

10.1.9 Capacitor thermal noise
In switched-capacitor circuits, resistances are implemented using a combination of
switches and capacitors, where the value of resistance is decided by Capacitance and the
sampling period. These switches have finite ON-resistances. This finite resistance
associated with the switches introduces thermal noise. When the switch turns off, this
noise is stored on the capacitor. The rms value of this noise is
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10.2 Description of Designed Analog CMOS Components
10.2.1 Operational Amplifier
Operational amplifier is an exhaustively used analog component. It is used to implement
many functionalities like Summers, Subtractors, Comparators, Integrators etc. Typically,
an opamp is the main bottleneck of the whole circuit either in terms of speed or in terms
of power consumption. In switched-capacitor citcuits, an opamp is the central
component.
There are several famous Opamp topologies like Telescopic-Opamp, folded-cascode,
current-OTA(Operational Transconductance Amplifers) and two-stage Opamps. Each
topology has respective merits and demerits[5][6][18][19].
10.2.1.1 Motivations behind chosen Opamp architecture
Single stage Op-Amps suffer from a trade-off between gain and output swing. When
multiple cascode stages are used to achieve a high gain, output swing is affected severely.
Two stage Op-Amps are used when a very high gain and a high output swing are required
together. The Op-Amp requirements for the system mentioned in the high-level system
simulation section, are not on higher side for gain, UGBW and output swing, so a two
stage Op-Amp is out of the scope of this thesis.
The folded-cascode topology has more noise contribution as compared to telescopic and
current-OTA. Folded cascode has two current sources against a single current source in
other topologies and current sources are the major noise contributors because of
mismatch in the current-copying process. For a given power consumption, telescopic and
currnet OTA topologies can have better slew currents and hence a better slew rate against
a folded cascode. Folded cascodes have lower UGBW, for the same output capacitance
and size of differential pair again because of reduced currents. Folded cascodes have high
common-mode input range and higher output swing as compared to a telescopic opamp.
A current-OTA opamp topology is chosen because of better slew performance and
simpler operation[18][19].
It is decided that a fully-differential structure will be used in all the components to utilize
their common-mode noise rejection property.. Additionally, for switched-capacitor
circuits, a fully-differential topology minimizes charge injection and clock feed-through
problems treating them as common-mode signals. To gain the advantages offered by a
fully-differential topology, an extra block called common-mode feedback(CMFB) needs
to be embedded along with the Opamp. This CMFB block regulates the common-mode
output level and is explained in later subsections[5][6][21].
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10.2.1.2 The Current OTA
Working of Current-OTA
The current-OTA operation can be conceptually explained as follows:
Primary branch

Vin

Secondary branch

Input
Device
Vout
ip
Current
Mirroring

is
1:k

Current
Mirroring

Figure 46 : Operation of Current-OTA

•
•

•

•

It consists of two current branches. one can be called a primary branch whose
current is directly associated with input voltage and the other secondary current
branch. The secondary current branch can also be called the output branch.
The changes in input volatege i.e Vin causes changes in the current flowing
through the primary current branch i.e. ∆ip. This change depends on the gm of the
input PMOS pair-higher the gm, higher the change in current. The gm of input
stage plays critical role in the overall gain of the operational amplifier as it defines
the input voltage to output current gain by defining the input voltage to primary
current gain. Hence, gm should be kept higher for high gain, but at the same time,
gm of input pair determines the UGBW relating gm with load capacitance.
This change of current in the primary current branch is mirrored to the output
branch through an NMOS-current mirror i.e. ∆is. A current gain 'k' can be
provided while mirroring the current to the output branch by an integral factor.
But higher values of k causes greater mismatches in current mirroring causing
more noise. Also increasing k decreases the phase margin as it increases the nondominant pole capacitances associated to the gates of NMOS-current mirror[18].
As the output branch is biased to carry a constant current and output supposedly
draws no or minimal current, the secondary NMOS-current-mirror-transistors
have to adjust their VDS(s) incase a current change is translated by the primary
branch. As the cascode transistor keeps the current transistor VDS constant, Vout
has to accommodate the current change. In this way, the output voltage is linked
with the input voltage.
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•

•

There are two gain steps from input voltage to output voltage:
o The input voltage is converted to current in the primaty current branch.
The current to voltage gain is decided by the input pair gm.
o The current gain from primary to secondary current-branch in the current
mirrors.
There exists a choice either to use a PMOS or an NMOS input pair. A design
using a PMOS input pair will consequently have to use NMOS current mirrors
which can provide the required output gm in the current mirrors with smaller
dimensions. This minimizes the node capacitances and pushes the non-dominant
pole even farther. Hence a PMOS input can be used to improve the phase margin.
Although, larger dimensions of the PMOS-input pair will be needed to provide
the required differential pair gm for the required gain and UGBW. On the other
hand, an NMOS input pair will need PMOS current source degrading phase
margin because of larger sizes and increased node capacitances but an NMOS
differential pair can provide higher gm with smaller dimensions. Shortly, if
PMOS input pair is used improved phase margin can be obtained for degraded
gain and the converse is true for an NMOS input pair.
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Figure 47 : Cadence Schematic of the Current-OTA
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Expressions
•
•

The current OTA can be viewed as consisting of an input device and an active load
device similar to a common-source stage.
The load device is simply a cascode current load offering a load resistance as shown
in figure 44.

and if there is a current gain from primary to secondary current branch then the overall
gain expression can be written as

•

The UGBW also depends on the gm of input pair and can be written approximately as

•

The maximum achievable output swing can be expressed using the following
formula:

•

The major non-dominant pole is formed because of the mirroring operation and can
be expressed as

•

Slew Rate can be expressed as the ratio of maximum output current and the load
capacitance.

•

The amount of bias current in the output branch is set on the basis of required slew
rate. The current OTA has non-symmetrical slew rates as the negative slew is limited
by the maximum output branch current while the positive slewing can accommodate
more current because of the mirroring operation.
The load capacitance acts as compensation capacitance for the OTA. Increasing the
load capacitance improve the phase margin but at the same slowing-down the OTA.
The slew-rate and phase margin both are directly related to load the capacitance.

•
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Sizing Strategy
The control threads in the sizing strategy are :
•

•

•

Size of input pair bias transistor MP7 placed at the top of the input pair plays the
crucial role of generating the bias current with a specific bias voltage. The bias
voltage must be adjusted to ensure that transistor is in saturation and at the same time
that it consumes minimum VDS so that the input pair and NMOS-current mirrors have
most of the voltage headroom available for their operation. For this particular reason,
the bias voltage wp_bias was chosen to be 2.3V and the W/L ratio of the bias MP7
was adjusted to provide a current of 220uA. Discussion on amount of current will
follow.
The size of input PMOS-pair MP0-MP1 must be adjusted so that it provides enough
gm to satisfy the UGBW requirements with the fixed bias current of 110u flowing
through each PMOS. Where the increase in W/L of input pair causes an increase in
UGBW, it also causes the non-dominant pole to come closer because of the increased
capacitance at the drains of the input pair. The increase in UGBW and non-dominant
pole can be adjusted by increasing the load capacitance using it as a compensation
capacitance. But increasing the load capacitance slows down the Op-Amp.
The size of NMOS MN0-MN1 current transistor is driven by the requirement to keep
its VDS and Veff as low as possible while carrying the required amount of current. As a
safety margin, the VDS(s) of all the transistors should be at least 150mV above their
Vds(sat) to tolerate any process and operational variation. The VDS of current
transistor is related to the Vbn of the NMOS-cascode transistor. Vbn controls the swing
by the following expression :

The above condition must be satisfied if the cascode transistor were to remain in
saturation hence a larger value of Vbn will cause output swing limitation. While a smaller
value of Vbn will require a smaller value of VDS(sat) of the NMOS-current transistor. So,
the size of NMOS-current transistor is decided on the basis of above mentioned factors.
The size of cascode transistor is kept the same for better matching.
•

The widths of PMOS-current and cascode MP3-MP6 transistors are simply kept four
times of the NMOS-transistors to approximately offer the same resistance as the nmos
path. The bias voltages for PMOS transistors are again set considering the swing and
the minimum VDS(sat) requirements.

Special Considerations in Sizing
•
•

All the transistor widths are kept multiples of 5um. This is to ensure symmetry and
use of fingered devices in the circuits which helps improving the matching and
reducing the thermal noise caused by finite resistances offered by long-Gate-paths.
All the transistors are used with a minimal length of 1um. This is done to avoid shortchannel effect which can cause mismatch specially in current-mirroring operation.
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Transistor Name
MP0,MP1
MN0,MN1,MN2,MN3
MN4,MN5,MN6,MN7
MP3,MP4,MP5,MP6
MP7

Current-OTA Transistor Sizes
Size(W um)
Function
L=1um
50
30
60
250
300

PMOS Input pair
Primary branch NMOS current mirror
Secondary branch NMOS current mirror
Secondary branch active PMOS load
Input biasing Transistor

10.2.1.3 Common Mode Feedback
The gain of the amplifier depends heavily on the gm of the cascode transistors along with
gds of both cascodes and current transistors. gm of the transistors change with common
mode input level. It goes at its maximum value and stays there for a certain range across
the middle value of voltage range. Hence the common mode input level is kept around
the mid point of full-scale range.
The common mode output level depends on the current flowing through the output
branches. Because of device mismatches , there could be a finite difference between the
currents which could cause huge difference in common mode voltage because of the
large output resistances. A common mode feedback circuit is used to continuously
monitor the common output value and adjust the bias currents to adjust the output
voltage. The common mode feedback tries to keep the output voltage of both the
branches around the mid point of the voltage range so to have a symmetrical positive and
negative swing[6].
In the following figure, the schematic of CMFB block is shown which contains a sense
circuit along with a differential amplifier. The sense circuit calculates the average of the
two outputs of the OTA, this average cm_sense is compared against the AGND through
the differential amplifier. The sense circuit consists of ideal voltage sources – this is done
to avoid the loading effects that a sense circuit can cause at the output of the OTA. The
development of a CMOS sense circuit and its related theory is considered outside the
scope of this thesis. The width of MP14 i.e. the PMOS in the current branch is kept same
as the PMOS in the output branch of the OTA and is biased by the biasing voltage which
is wp_bias. This is necessary to ensure that the same current flows through this current
mirror. While mirroring this current to bias the differential amplifier, it can be scaled
down so as to use smaller transistor widths in the differential amplifier. The idea is to
keep the ratio between bias current transistor widths same as it is in the OTA. The
differential amplifier is designed to have a DC-gain of 40-60 dB so that the CMFB
control loop has a sensitivity of few mV i.e. it can respond to a change of few mV.
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Figure 48 : Cadence Schematic of the CMFB Block
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10.2.1.4 Biasing Circuit
The bias voltages for the transistors are generated using diode-connected self-regulating
transistor. Care is taken to generate references using the same device i.e. NMOSreference using an NMOS and PMOS reference using a PMOS. This is required to
compensate for the any threshold variations because of the any change in operating
conditions. The following figure shows the generation of bias voltages where the
reference current source is of 100uA and is used to generate vmain which then mirrors
the current to different branches. Care is taken to keep the mirroring ratio an integral
factor to avoid current mismatch[20].
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Figure 49 : Cadence Schematic of Biasing Circuit
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10.2.1.5 Op-Amp Results
The following waveforms display the Gain and Phase plots for the current-OTA. The
OTA exhibits a low frequency gain of almost 80dB with a unity-gain-bandwidth of 90
Mhz along with a phase margin of 61o.

Figure 50 : Gain and Phase Curves of the Current-OTA

The following waveform displays the maximum output swing achievable by the currentOTA. Shown on the left side, is the differential output of the OTA while right half of the
figure shows each output separately. The current-OTA has a differential output swing of
±1.9V.
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Figure 51 : Output Swing of the Current-OTA

The following schematic was used to measure the slew rate of the current-OTA. The
Current-OTA cannot drive resistive loads mainly because of the requirement of a specific
current-balance required in the output branch. For the same reason, the slew-test setup
uses the OTA in a voltage-follower configuration using huge resistance of 1Gohms which
negligible currents hence not disturbing current equilibrium. These high resistances can
couple-up with load capacitances of the OTA to produce a huge time-constant. So, a
parallel-low resistance path is provided using capacitors of 1pF. Still the resistances are
needed to setup a biasing point[22].
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Figure 52 : Slew-Rate measurement simulation setup

The following waveform displaying the differential output of the OTA when fed by a 1Vstep input causing slewing visible from the non-linear rise and fall of the output
waveform. The slewed output exhibits a slope of 134 V/u-secs which is comparable to the
theoretical slew rate for an output current of 222uA against a load capacitance of 2pF plus
parasitic node capacitances.
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Figure 53 : Slew-Rate of the Current-OTA

Current-OTA Characteristics Summary
DC-Gain
79 dB
Phase Margin
61o
Unity-Gain-Bandwidth
90 MHz
Differential Swing
±1.9 V
Slew-rate
133 v/us
Average Power Consumption
5.38 mWatts
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10.2.2 Transmission Gate Switch Design
A Switch is one of the major components in switched-capacitor circuits. The finiteresistance of the switches in switched-capacitor circuits give rise to an RC-time-constant
along with the sampling and feedback capacitors. Hence, the ON-resistance of a switch,
mainly those which are present in the signal paths, deeply affect the settling behavior of a
SC-circuit. Along with capacitors of 1pF operating with a clock period of 16MHz
(62.5ns) in the integrator, to achieve at least a settling accuracy of within ±0.5% which
depicts an accuracy over 12-bits, the time constant is chosen to be 10 times smaller than
the integration-time-period which is usually half of the sampling time period[5]. In an
SC-integrator which is explained in the next sub-section, there are two switches in the
signal path. Hence, the timing relationship can be formulated as follows:

Hence the switch-resistance should be below 1.5kohms. To tolerate process and operating
variations, as a safety margin, the value of switch-resistance is kept one-third of the
above value. A transmission gate consists of parallel-connected NMOS and PMOS and it
exhibits two resistance peaks. NMOS exhibits higher resistance in lower voltage ranges
while converse is true for a PMOS. The NMOS and PMOS are sized such that both peaks
remain within the required resistance range as shown in the following figure 54 where
both peaks represent a value of almost 580ohms. No dummy-transistor are used in the
switches to compensate for the charge-injection and clock-feed-through and it is assumed
that the differential structure will minimize these effects.
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Figure 54 : Resistance Curve of the Transmission-Gate Switch

10.2.3 The Integrator Design
Integrator is designed using the above-mentioned OTA and switch. A fully differential
parasitic-insensitive topology of the integrator is used which can tolerate charge injection,
clock feed-through and parasitic capacitances at sampling nodes[5]. Having sufficient
phase margin in the Op-Amp keeping the output swing within legitimate range, it is
assumed that Integrator settling behavior is the only issue. It is desirable that integrator
settles within 0.5% of its final value till the end of the integration phase. The following
schematic in figure 55 shows the integrator topology. The integrator operates in two
phases which can be briefly described as follows:
Sampling Phase : Clock Signal cp1 is high and the signal path from input to the sampling
capacitor is operational, AGND appears on the other side of the sampling capacitor.
During this phase, the input signal is tracked and sampled on the sampling capacitor. Any
voltage drop across the finite-switch-resistance or charge injection errors are stored on
the capacitors in this phase. Since the two inputs are differential in nature i.e. they swing
across the AGND in opposite phases, these errors are stored as a common-mode noise
which will later be cancelled by the Op-Amp. The Op-Amp is disconnected from the
input network and serves as a voltage regulator retaining its previous output.
Integration Phase : The clock signal cp2 is high. During this phase, the input is
disconnected. The sampling capacitors are connected to the Op-Amp in a reverse order
causing the discharging current to flow through the sampling and feedback capacitors,
this current flow depends on the sampled value and the previous output of the Op-Amp.
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Charge injection and clock feed-through incurred by the switches connecting the
sampling capacitor to the input of Op-Amp is cancelled by the differential operation. The
current flow during integration phase through sampling and feedback capacitor produces
a voltage change is proportional to the capacitor ratios.
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Figure 55 : Cadence Schematic CMOS Integrator
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10.2.3.1 Special considerations for the Integrator
The Sampling and Integration clock signal should not overlap. Such an overlap can cause
charge loss. At the same time, the non-overlapping gap, when both clocks are low,
should be as small as 1ns otherwise the sampling capacitor will stay 'hanging' for longer
period and can catch some surrounding noise signals and the stored voltage can also leak
through the finite-resistance paths.
The thermal noises caused by the capacitors depends on their capacitance value. Larger
capacitors induce lesser thermal noise but they make settling of the integrator slow.
Spectre, the simulator used in Cadence design environment, does not simulate the thermal
noises of capacitors hence the circuit can be simulated with any value of capacitors. The
selection of capacitor values in the sigma-delta modulator environment has to be decided
in such a way that thermal noise floor remains below the quantization noise floor, at the
same time, meeting the settling accuracy.
The total load capacitance seen by the Opamp at its output node when connected in the
integrator configuration can be expressed as follows:

where CL-opamp represents the load capacitance of the stand-alone OTA. Cp represent the
parasitic capacitances at the input nodes of the OTA. With Cp smaller as compared to Cf
and CS, the value of f fall around 0.5 causing an addition of half-Cf at the output load of
the OTA.
The following waveform shows the integrator operating on a differential DC input of
100mV producing a ramp at the output having a 100mV step. The waveform shows that
the output of the integrator settles within 0.5% of its final value signified by the
difference between two pointer giving a reading of 100.3 mV against an expected
difference of 100mV.
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Figure 56 : Operation of the CMOS Integrator

10.2.4 The Comparator Design
The comparator is designed keeping in mind that a 5-bit comparator will be designed on
it. A 5-bit quantizer has a quantization-step of 62.5 mV. To have a DNL of less than halfLSB, the comparator must be sensitive to an input change of 31.25 mV. The comparator
will translate the few millivolts input difference to a differential voltage more than 200to-300mV. This 200-300mV differential voltage at the output of comparator will toggle a
Flip-Flop and regenerate digital levels at the output of modulator.
The above specifications do not require a high gain in the Comparator i.e. a gain of 20-40
dB would be enough to translate the input voltage to 200-300 mV. Since, the comparator
will be operating between two-discrete output states and will be used in an open-loop
configuration, the phase margin requirement is also not strict. Hence the comparator is
implemented using a simple low-voltage-gain differential pair and the above-mentioned
sophisticated OTA is not used. Because the differential-pair Opamp operates in openloop configuration, diode-clamps between the outputs are used, to ensure that the output
swing does not exceed such levels that the transistor go out of their active regions and the
response of the comparator slows-down. A reset switch is used which shorts the output of
the comparator when comparator is not being uses. This reset switch improves the
settling of comparator incase when output of the comparator toggles from one state to the
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other. Because of this switch, the comparator does not have to toggle from one state to
the other, instead it toggles from the AGND to the new state. Two DFFs are fed by two
complementary outputs of the differential pair which regenerate the digital levels. These
DFFs are implemented by transmission gate multiplexers. DFFs have a setup time of
300ps and a clock-to-Q delay of 400ps. The following figure 57 shows differential pair
connected with the DFFs while the next figure 58 demonstrates the comparator operation
with a differential input of 20mV. The outputs of the comparator a1 and a2 in response to
a 20mV, once they reach a 0.5V swing across the analog ground the diode clamps
become active and saturate the outputs at that point. The DFFs latch these outputs and
regenerate digital levels on the next positive clock edge.

Figure 57 : Cadence Schematic of the Comparator
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Figure 58 : Comparator operating on a differential input of 20mV
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11 The CMOS modulator design
The second-order modulator with single-bit feedback topology is implemented using the
above mentioned analog components. The following schematic shows a first-order
modulator which is then cascaded twice for a second-order modulator.
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Figure 59 : First-order Modulator Schematic
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The above schematic shows a component interconnection which is similar to the above
mentioned Integrator except for two additional components i.e. a comparator and AND
gates.The Comparator acts as a single-bit quantizer while the AND gates along with
switches perform the difference operation between the input and the last modulator
output. This difference is performed by connecting either postive or negative reference to
the other end of the sampling capacitance during the integration phase. The selection of
reference is performed on the basis of last modulator output. Since the difference
operation is to be performed only during the integration phase, the modulator output is
ANDed with the clock signal cp2. The timing scheme of the modulator can be observed
in the following figure. This timing diagram suggests which component needs input or
gives output in which clock cycle.
Cp1

Integrator

Cp2

Cp1

Cp2

Cp1

Cp2

Sampling Giving Sampling Giving Sampling Giving
Input2 Output2 Input3 Output3
Input1 Output1
Giving
Output3

Reset

Giving
Output1

DFFs

X

X

Giving Output1

Giving Output2

Feedback

X

X

Feedback 1

Feedback 2

Comparator

Cp1

Reset

Giving
Output2

Reset

Figure 60 : Timing Scheme for the Modulator

There is a clock-to-Q delay at the output of the comparator because of the presence of
DFFs or level-restorers. This delay causes spurious glitching at the output of the AND
gates. After the positive edge on clock signal cp2 i.e. the start of integration phase, the
output of comparator becomes valid afer almost 400-500psecs because of clock-to-Q
delay of DFFs. During this period the AND gate keeps forwarding the previous
comparator output. This causes a wrong reference to appear at the one end of the
sampling capacitor specially when the previous and the current output of the comparator
are not same. This behavior can be rectified by using a delayed-version of clock signal
cp2. The comparator uses original cp2 signal and produces a delayed output because of
clock-to-Q delay. The rest of the modulator is delayed using a delayed clock. Hence, the
skew is removed from the whole modulator environment. The delayed clock signal is
generated using a chain of inverters.
As mentioned in Integrator design, the capacitor values are chosen so that their thermal
noise floor stays below the quantization noise floor and hence, thermal noise does not
become the dominant noise source in the system. This requires use of larger capacitor
values constrained such that the settling accuracy requirement is also met. Specially, in
figure 61, the worst case thermal noise induction is from the sampling capacitors of the
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second-integrator because those are the smallest capacitance values in the circuit. The
capacitor values of 800f F cause a thermal noise floor of -98 dB which is much lower
than the quantization noise floor which is around -60 dB. This thermal noise floor can be
further decreased by increasing the capacitances if the system is used for higher
resolutions.

The following schematic shows the CMOS second-order modulator. Again, this
modulator is simulated against three different quantizers and the simulation results are
shown in the tables below.
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Figure 61 : Cadence Schematic of the Second-order CMOS Modulator
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The following tables and graphs represent the CMOS simulation results. They exhibit a
2-4 dB drop against the ideal results. The semi-uniform quantizer still exhibit a gain of 56 dB over uniform quantizers for inputs smaller than –10 dB. Since, the multi-bit
quantizers are ideal i.e. AHDL blocks, the impact of quantizer non-linearity and gain
errors are not included in the following results. These quantizer errors can contribute to
further drop in SNR.
CMOS Simulation Results for 4-bit Quantizers
Input amplitude

4-bit Uniform Quantizer 4-bit Semi-uniform Quantizer

-3.1 dB

56

50

-4.44 dB

56

51

-6.02 dB

55

54

-20 dB

44

49

-26.02 dB

40

45

-40 dB

22

27

-60 dB

7

10

-66.02 dB

0

5

Table 9 : CMOS Results for 4-bit Quantizers
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SNR - dB

50
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30

4-bit-NU

20
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0
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-26
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Figure 62: SNR Plots for CMOS 4-bit Quantizers
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CMOS Simulation Results for 5-bit Quantizers
Input amplitude

5-bit Uniform Quantizer

5-bit Semi-uniform
Quantizer

-3.1 dB

60

54

-4.44 dB

60

51

-6.02 dB

60

58

-20 dB

50

57

-26.02 dB

41

50

-40 dB

27

34

-60 dB

6

16

-66.02 dB

1

5

Table 10 : CMOS Results for 5-bit Quantizers
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Figure 63 : SNR plots for CMOS 5-bit Quantizers
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Figure 64 : Output of CMOS 5-bit Uniform and Semi-Uniform Quantizer

The above figure 64 represents the output of the CMOS modulator with 5-bit uniform
(Green) and non-uniform (Black) quantizer. The input is 200 mV i.e. –14 dB which is
represented by the signal peak in both curves while the non-uniform quantizer curve
exhibits slightly lower quantization floor.
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12 Conclusion and Future-Work
As demonstrated in the above sections, i.e. in High-Level System simulation and CMOS
Simulation section, a second-order SD-modulator using the single-bit feedback topology
with a 5-bit quantizer can reach a Signal-to-Noise Ratio and a Dynamic-Range of 60 dB
with a moderate Over-sampling Ratio(OSR) of 32. At the same time, a semi-uniform 5bit quantizer exhibits a gain of almost 1-bit resolution over uniform quantizer for input
amplitude smaller than –10dB. Because of the single-bit feedback, a multi-bit DAC and
its non-linear distortions are not a major concern for the system , hence, there is no need
for any complicated digital correction techniques. This attribute of the system proves its
viable for simpler and low-cost implementations with low-accuracy and bandwidth e.g.
10-bit conversion resolution with a conversion bandwidth of 250 kHz. The resolution of
the system can be further increased by increasing the OSR at the expense of conversion
bandwidth. But, in an overall sense, the system is viable for low-accuracy low-bandwidth
applications like Audio and Voice with the advantage of simple-implementation and can
effectively utilize the input-distribution for achieving increased resolution.
Following possibilities could be considered for future-work:
•

•
•

It was observed that lower-order bits of the single-bit feedback topology exhibit a
weak noise-shaping behavior. This behavior can be justified because the deltafunction of the SD-modulator is represented by only the MSB. This causes lowerorder bits to be not-very-strongly correlated to the input signal. This behavior can be
studied in detail and two steps can be taken to improve. First steps is to improve the
digital correction and perform non-symmetric filtering for each bit according to its
noise-shaping behavior. Second step could be to utilize a 2-bit feedback instead of a
single bit feedback. This would cause stronger noise-shaping at the expense of a
Dynamic-Element-Matching technique for a 2-bit feedback. Second method could be
viable for high resolution and high bandwidth applications.
Other second-order topologies like error-feedback should be investigated along with
the single-bit feedback topology to utilize their improved noise-shaping behavior.
More accurate power and SNR profiling of the system can be done by using non-ideal
CMOS quantizers.
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14 Appendix A – AHDL Codes
// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, gain_blk, ahdl
// multiplies the input voltage with the given gain factor
module gain_blk ( vin , vout , AGND) (k)
node [V,I] vin, vout , AGND;
parameter real k = 1 from(-inf:inf);
{
real trise = 1e-9;
real tfall = 1e-9;
analog
{
V(vout,AGND) <- $transition( (V(vin,AGND) * k) , 0 , trise,tfall);
}
}
// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, diff_blk, ahdl
// calculates the difference between two analog inputs
module diff_blk (v_pos , v_neg , vout , AGND ) ()
node [V,I] v_pos, v_neg , vout , AGND;
{
real trise=1e-9;
real tfall=1e-9;
real diff;
analog
{
diff = V(v_pos, AGND) - V(v_neg, AGND);
V(vout,AGND) <- $transition ( diff , 0 , trise, tfall);
}
}
// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, ideal_integrator, ahdl
// Ideal Integrator block
module ideal_integrator ( vin , vout , clk , AGND , GND ) (k)
node [V,I] vin, vout, clk , AGND , GND;
parameter real k = 1 from (0:inf);
{
real trise = 1e-9;
real tfall = 1e-9;
real sum = 0;
real prev_val = 0;
analog
{
if ( $threshold( V(clk,GND) - 1.65 , 1 ) )
{
sum = V(vin,AGND) + prev_val;
prev_val = sum;
}
V(vout,AGND) <- $transition ( sum , 0 , trise, tfall);
}
}
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// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, qizer_1bit, ahdl
// 1-bit Quantizer block
module qizer_1bit ( vin , vout , AGND, GND) (vref_pos , vref_neg)
node [V,I] vin , vout , AGND, GND;
parameter real vref_pos , vref_neg;
{
real trise = 1e-9;
real tfall = 1e-9;
real out
= 0;
analog
{
if( V(vin,AGND) >= V(AGND,AGND) )
out = vref_pos;
else
out = vref_neg;

}

}

V(vout,GND) <- $transition( out, 0 , trise, tfall);

// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, file_dump, ahdl
// Saves simulation results to a file
module file_dump(in, clk, out) (thres,dis_mod,filename)
node [V, I] in, clk, out;
parameter real thres=1.65;
parameter integer dis_mod=1;
parameter string filename;
{
stream fptr;
integer count;
real inr;
real t=1e-9;
initial
{
fptr = $fopen(filename,"w");
count=0;
}
analog
{
inr = V(in);
if ($threshold( V(clk) - thres, 1 ))
{
$fstrobe(fptr,"%f \n", inr);
count=0;
}

}

}

V(out) <- $transition(inr,0,t,t);
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// Spectre AHDL for AJ_ahdl, qizer_3bit, ahdl
// 4-bit Semi-Uniform Quantizer Block
module qizer_4bit_nl ( vin , vref_pos, vref_neg , b3, b2, b1 , b0,
AGND, GND) ()
node [V,I] vin, vref_pos, vref_neg, b3, b2, b1, b0, AGND, GND;
{
real b3_t;
real b2_t;
real b1_t;
real b0_t;
real t = 1e-9;
real e1 = 13.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e2 = 10.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e3 = 7.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e4 = 4.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e5 = 3.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e6 = 2.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e7 = 1.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e8 = 0.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e9 = -1.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e10 = -2.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e11 = -3.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e12 = -4.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e13 = -7.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e14 = -10.000 * 2.000/32.000;
real e15 = -13.000 * 2.000/32.000;
analog
{
if ( V(vin,AGND) >= e1 )
{
b3_t = V(vref_pos);
b2_t = V(vref_pos);
b1_t = V(vref_pos);
b0_t = V(vref_pos);
}
else if ( V(vin,AGND) >= e2 )
{
b3_t = V(vref_pos);
b2_t = V(vref_pos);
b1_t = V(vref_pos);
b0_t = V(vref_neg);
}
else if ( V(vin,AGND) >= e3 )
{
b3_t = V(vref_pos);
b2_t = V(vref_pos);
b1_t = V(vref_neg);
b0_t = V(vref_pos);
}
else if ( V(vin,AGND) >= e4 )
{
b3_t = V(vref_pos);
b2_t = V(vref_pos);
b1_t = V(vref_neg);
b0_t = V(vref_neg);
}
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else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if

( V(vin,AGND) >= e5 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_pos);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e6 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e7 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e8 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e9 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_pos);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e10 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e11 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e12 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e13 )
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{

b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t

}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else if
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}
else
{
b3_t
b2_t
b1_t
b0_t
}

}

=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_pos);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e14 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);
V(vref_neg);

( V(vin,AGND) >= e15 )
=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_pos);

=
=
=
=

V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);
V(vref_neg);

V(b3,GND)
V(b2,GND)
V(b1,GND)
V(b0,GND)

<<<<-

$transition(b3_t,
$transition(b2_t,
$transition(b1_t,
$transition(b0_t,

t
t
t
t

,
,
,
,

t
t
t
t

,
,
,
,

t);
t);
t);
t);

}
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15 Appendix B – Matlab Scripts
decimnation_filter.m
close all;
clear all;
in=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
T=62e-9;
M=32;
T2=T/M;
w0=0.9*pi/T;
wc=w0*T2;
ws=2*pi/M - w0*T2;
dc=0.0004;
ds=0.0004;
[n1,f1,f2,f3]=remezord([wc ws], [1 0] , [dc ds] , 2*pi);
n1=n1+5;
g=remez(n1,f1,f2,f3);
filt=conv(g,in);
for i = 1 : length(filt)/M
filt_dec(i) = filt(i*M);
end
dlmwrite($PATH,filt_dec,'\n');
estimate_snr.m
clear ytot;
clear n;
ytot=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
L=32;
fin=30e3;
ytot=ytot';
WkT=2*pi*fin*62e-9*L; % Contains all input sinusoid angles (wT)
n=ceil(length(ytot)*0.1):ceil(length(ytot))*0.9; % Disregards the first
and last 10%
[mag,fas,offset]=extract_sinusoids(ytot(n),n,WkT); % Estimated
magnitudes and phases of the sinusoids
yhat=0;
for k=1:length(mag)
yhat=yhat+mag(k)*sin(WkT(k)*n+fas(k));
end
yhat=yhat+offset;
SNR=10*log10(sum((yhat-offset).^2)/sum((ytot(n)-yhat).^2));
disp(['Estimated SNR: ' num2str(SNR) ' dB'])
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extract_sinusoids.m
function[mag,fas,offset]=extract_sinusoids(y,n,WkT)
% [mag,fas,offset]=extract_sinusoids(y,n,WkT)
% Uses a least squares fit to find the amplitudes, phases,
% and offsets of a sum of sinusoids of known frequencies WkT
% y(n) is the measured data and n is the time index.
% The phases are extracted with reference to the first value of n.
aa=[];
for k=1:length(WkT)
aa=[aa sin(WkT(k)*n)' cos(WkT(k)*n)'];
end
aa=[aa ones(length(n),1)];
AA=aa'*aa;
bb=aa'*y';
E=AA\bb;
mag=[];
fas=[]; offset=[];
for k=1:2:length(E)-1
mag=[mag sqrt(E(k)^2+E(k+1)^2)];
if E(k)<0
fas=[fas atan(E(k+1)/E(k))+pi];
else
fas=[fas atan(E(k+1)/E(k))];
end
end
offset=E(length(E));
digital_operations_for_5-bit_quantizer.m
b4=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
b3=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
b2=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
b1=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
b0=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
histoo=dlmread($PATH,'\n');
%for g1------z1(1) = 0;
for l1 = 2 : length(b4)
z1(l1) = 2*b4(l1-1);
end
z2(1) = 0;
z2(2) = 0;
for l2 = 3 : length(b4)
z2(l2) = b4(l2-2);
end
for l3 = 1 : length(b4)
g1_out(l3) = z1(l3) - z2(l3);
end
%-----------------------------
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% for g2-----------% for b4-y1_4(1) = 0;
for l4 = 2 : length(b4)
y1_4(l4) = b4(l4-1);
end
for l5 = 1 : length(b4)
pass1_4(l5) = b4(l5) - y1_4(l5);
end
y2_4(1) = 0;
for l6 = 2 : length(pass1_4)
y2_4(l6) = pass1_4(l6-1);
end
for l7 = 1 : length(pass1_4)
pass2_4(l7) = pass1_4(l7) - y2_4(l7);
end
%-------% for b3-y1_3(1) = 0;
for l4 = 2 : length(b3)
y1_3(l4) = b3(l4-1);
end
for l5 = 1 : length(b3)
pass1_3(l5) = b3(l5) - y1_3(l5);
end
y2_3(1) = 0;
for l6 = 2 : length(pass1_3)
y2_3(l6) = pass1_3(l6-1);
end
for l7 = 1 : length(pass1_3)
pass2_3(l7) = pass1_3(l7) - y2_3(l7);
end
%-------% for b2-y1_2(1) = 0;
for l4 = 2 : length(b2)
y1_2(l4) = b2(l4-1);
end
for l5 = 1 : length(b2)
pass1_2(l5) = b2(l5) - y1_2(l5);
end
y2_2(1) = 0;
for l6 = 2 : length(pass1_2)
y2_2(l6) = pass1_2(l6-1);
end
for l7 = 1 : length(pass1_2)
pass2_2(l7) = pass1_2(l7) - y2_2(l7);
end
%-------%for b1-y1_1(1) = 0;
for l8 = 2 : length(b1)
y1_1(l8) = b1(l8-1);
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end
for l9 = 1 : length(b1)
pass1_1(l9) = b1(l9) - y1_1(l9);
end
y2_1(1) = 0;
for l10 = 2 : length(pass1_1)
y2_1(l10) = pass1_1(l10-1);
end
for l11 = 1 : length(pass1_1)
pass2_1(l11) = pass1_1(l11) - y2_1(l11);
end
%-------% for b0-y1_0(1) = 0;
for l12 = 2 : length(b0)
y1_0(l12) = b0(l12-1);
end
for l13 = 1 : length(b0)
pass1_0(l13) = b0(l13) - y1_0(l13);
end
y2_0(1) = 0;
for l14 = 2 : length(pass1_0)
y2_0(l14) = pass1_0(l14-1);
end
for l15 = 1 : length(pass1_0)
pass2_0(l15) = pass1_0(l15) - y2_0(l15);
end
%-------%-- final sum -for l16 = 1 : length(b4)-100
sumx(l16) = (32/32)*g1_out(l16) + alpha*(16/32)*pass2_4(l16) +
alpha*(8/32)*pass2_3(l16) + alpha*(4/32)*pass2_2(l16) +
alpha*(2/32)*pass2_1(l16) + alpha*(1/32)*pass2_0(l16);
end
%------------------------T=62e-9;
M=32;
T2=T/M;
w0=0.9*pi/T;
wc=w0*T2;
ws=2*pi/M - w0*T2;
dc=0.0004;
ds=0.0004;
[n1,f1,f2,f3]=remezord([wc ws], [1 0] , [dc ds] , 2*pi);
n1=n1+5;
g=remez(n1,f1,f2,f3);
filt=conv(g,sumx);
for i = 1 : length(filt)/M
filt_dec(i) = filt(i*M);
end
dlmwrite($PATH,filt_dec,'\n');
estimate_snr_liu
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